Paint by Number: Paris Mountain

YOUR KIT INCLUDES:

- 1 preprinted cardstock canvas of Paris Mountain
- 12 paint pots filled with acrylic paints
- 1 detail brush
- 1 flat brush
- Instruction sheet
- Reference sheet

Instructions on next page
Instructions

Your canvas is divided into numbered sections. The number of each section corresponds to the paint pot marked with the same number. For example, your pot of white paint is labeled "12" so you will use that paint color for all sections of the canvas labeled with a "12."

BEFORE YOU BEGIN:

- Choose a bright and comfortable space.
- You may want to place a newspaper under your canvas while painting to help prevent any mess.
- Have a cup of water and towel handy to clean your brushes in-between paint colors.

TIPS

- Paint each color one by one. Acrylic paints can dry out quickly, so keep your pots sealed when not in use. If needed, you can stir in 1-2 drops of water to loosen the paint in the pot.
- Clean your brushes in-between colors.
- If you are right-handed, we recommend painting from left to right. If you are left-handed, paint from right to left. This will help prevent smudges.
- Try doing one, thin coat of paint and let it dry. Go over with additional coats, if needed. A little goes a long way!
- Use the smaller, detail brush to color in narrow sections and the thicker, flat brush for larger sections on the canvas.
- Try outlining the borders first with the detail brush and then paint the inner area of the section. This will help prevent colors from merging together.
- Don't worry about making mistakes. If you wish to correct an area of your painting, let the area dry first and then repaint with the desired paint color.
- Have fun!
Reference Sheet

Actual colors will vary slightly from the example.